
BRUNILDE SISMONDO RIDGWAY 

TRE RIACE BRONZES: A MINORITY VIEWPOINT '" 

I first saw the statues from Riace in the summer of 
1974, when they had been but a relatively short 
time out of the Mediterranean waters. Through 

the courtesy of Drs. Foti and Sabbione, I was alIo
wed into the room where the two warriors were 
stretched out on palIets, as if wounded on the battle
field, their bo dies stilI largely encrusted with marine 
accretions and their features blurred by corrosion. I) 

Although these conditions prevented c10se stylistic 
examination, they proved beneficiaI in that they alIo
wed me to concentrate on technical details without 
being distracted by aesthetic appreciation. In this 
rec1ining position, the warriors' feet stood out, and 
looked so similar as to suggest manufacture within 
the same workshop. Yet the proportions of Warrior 
B seemed significant1y different from those of Warrior 
A, not simply because of the loss of the helmet, but 
because of generaI width of face and the relationship 
of head to body. Warrior B, I reasoned, exemplified 
the proportions of the late fifth/ear1y fourth century 
B.C.; yet Warrior A looked c10ser to the forms of 
the Severe periodo Since both were apparent1y made 
in the same workshop, the only explanation for the 
discrepancy was to be sought in a date sufficient1y 
late to alIow for the retrospective imitation of both 
stylistic phases - the earIy fifth and the earIy fourth 
centuries B.C. 

In subsequent years I folIowed the warriors through 
the few mentions in official publications ; the printed 
photograph of the c1eaned face of Warrior A, in addi
tion to a newspaper account mentioning the silver 
lining of his teeth, reinforced my initial impressiono 
I therefore expressed it as a tentative opinion in my 
book on the sculpture of the fifth century B.C. 2) 

Although written in 1978-79, the work did not appear 
until 1981, almost at the same time when the restored 
and c1eaned bronzes made their first public appea
rance, in a wave of enthusiasm and admiration which 
swept Italy and the world. From that moment on
ward, excellent photographs and slides of the warriors 
became available. FinalIy, in March 1982, I spent 
some time in the Reggio Calabria Museum, where 
I had the opportunity to view the statues in the sti
mulating company of Dr. Sabbione. 

There is no question that the sculptures are im
pressive, superb products of the bronze-casting art. 
It is also indisputable that they reflect our conception 
of the Classical style. But I stilI see in them many 
discrepant details that would suggest a Classicizing, 
rather than a Classical approach - almost as if a 
manuscript purported to be by Shakespeare contained 

Americanisms and slang typical of the United States. 
I shall try to pinpoint such dissonances, discussing 
each statue individualIy. 

The head of Warrior A has a peculiar conforma
tion, with an exaggeratedly high dome. Some of it 
might have been hidden from the viewer by the 
wreath or other ornament that probably once overlay 
the large "filIet" exposed at present, but the top 
of the cranium would stilI have been visible. 3) In 
addition, the careful detailing of the wavy strands 
and the plastic undulation of the surface suggest that 
the total dome was meant to be seen. 

Such high domes appear in late Archaic/earIy Se
vere works (for instance, in the Kritian Boy), 4) but 
they are soon superseded by flatter, lower contours. 
On the basis of his cranium, Warrior A should date 
around 470 B.C., a time also indicated by the regular 
waving of the long hair strands that occur in later 
works, but usualIy in feminine coiffures and never 
with such calligraphic regularity. 5) 

A trai t of the fifth century is the logical construction 
of patterns: drapery folds and hair strands alike can 
be folIowed from their point of origin to their logi
cal end, in renderings that are highly artificial but 
manage to appear naturaI. In Warrior A, only the 
two locks of hair on either side of the centraI part 
seem to continue below the filIet, crossing the fore
head in opposite directions but with a totalIy hori
zontal course, unti 1 they turn an abrupt corner and 
end in a spiraI curI. No logical end is shown for the 
other hair strands above the fillet (since the side curIs 
over temples and nape derive from the rest of the 
hair mass), and the horizontal course of the fore
head waves appears improbable, since the weight of 
the curI should have pulled them down. In Greek 
coiffures of the Severe peri od, the hair is often looped 
around or above a fillet and held at abrupt angles 
by special fastenings, but never, to my knowledge, 
does a curi bend so sharply without proper justifica
tion. 

The eyebrows appear in relief against the surround
ing skin surface, recalling the inserted eyebrows of 
the Artemision Zeus and several other works,6) but 
in the Warrior they have been carefulIy engraved to 
suggest hair, a trait much more typical of later bron
zes, at least in this prominent fashion. 

The eyelids are unusualIy heavy. They bulge over 
the eyebalIs, part1y hiding the circle of the inserted 
iris, which would have appeared even more veiled 
when the long lashes were intact. Such "brooding " 
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I - ROME, MUSEO DEI CONSERVATORI - CLASSICIZING BRONZE HEAD OF THE SPINARIO (DETAIL) 
(Photo Alinari) 

eyes may be considered a form of characterization, 
perhaps a sign of age; yet Warrior A is anatomically 
youthful and his curly locks are more appropriate to 
young than to mature mal es. In images of mortals, 
such curls do not occur except in adolescents, or 
rather in Classicizing figures like the Spinario (fig. r).7) 
Among deities, Apollo can be portrayed with curly 
hair (although many Apollo types usually considered 
copies of Severe originals may be Roman creations; 
this point shall be discussed below), or, in con;unc
tion with a beard, Zeus or Asklepios - yet these 
too are often Hellenistic or, at the earliest, fourth-

century images. By the ti me of the Parthenon frieze, 
both Poseidon and Zeus are depicted with short or 
restrained hair. 8) Moreover, the shield strap on fi
gure A's arm clearly characterizes him as a warrior, 
an epic if not a totally human character. 

T o return to the eyelids: I know no other Severe 
or Classical originaI with comparable treatment of 
the eyes. In bronze, the bearded head of a warrior and 
the youth with the chignon from the Athenian Akro
polis (fig. 2) have lids that, contrasted with other 
contemporary works, may seem heavy.9) Yet in 
proportion to the total face, their rendering does not 
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approximate the degree of heaviness apparent in 
Warrior A, nor do they veil the pupil to the same 
extent. In marble, none of the Olympia or the Parthe
non figures displays comparable forms. 

The widely spaced teeth lined with silver, so star
tingly shining between the copper lips, are also ano
malous. IO) Later replicas at reduced scale suggest 
that the Athena Parthenos may have had parted lips, 
but such renderings, differing from copy to copy, are 
not reliable. II) The Oinomaos on the East pediment 
of the TempIe of Zeus at Olympia has a slight1y open 
mouth which has been interpreted, probably correctly, 
as indicating the moment of the announcement of the 
racing rules. 12) Warrior A has likewise been descri
bed as one of the great "speaking heroes" of the 
Classical periodo Out of context, it is impossible to 
judge whether a speaking figure would have been 
appropriate to the originaI grouping; yet, as far as 
we can judge, the complex votive offerings set up 
during the Classical period at Olympia and Delphi, 
to which the Riace Warriors have so often been at
tributed, were simply multi-figured compositions 
with little or no narrative content, their message 
conveyed primarily by juxtaposition and attributes. 

Furthermore, the silver lining remains surprising, 
whether or not the exposed teeth can be reconciled 
with a Classical or, rather, a Severe date. It has been 
argued that the Delphi Charioteer has a comparable 
silver bIade inserted in his slightly parted mouth to 
simulate white teeth, but various views of the Cha
rioteer, taken from different angles, show that no 
space is consciously made visible between the lips. 
The suggestion was made by T. Homo11e in 1897, 
but F. Chamoux, in his comprehensive publication 
of the Delphi statue, considered the lame a form of 
fastening for the copper lips, as explained by P. de 
la Coste Messelière and Gi11ieron in 1939. '3) Given 
its scarce visibility, in no way can the rendering be 
compared with the striking effect of the Riace Warrior. 
The use of Metalmalerei seems to go back to the 
earliest bronze statuary in large scale; but the intro
duction of silver as an element of color may be as 
late as the He11enistic period, and is often found in 
conjunction with the so-ca11ed black bronzes, on whose 
surface a special dark patination was induced. 14) A 
typical example of silver inlay occurs on the " Maiden 
from Beroa" in Munich, long considered a Classi
cal bronze but now more correctly identified as Classi
cistico 15) 

One detail of unexplained significance is the posi
tioning of the left ear. Its upper rim is visible because 
one of the long curls which origina11y covered it is 
now lost. This detail implies that the curls were 
added separately to apre-cast face, complete at least 
to the inclusion of the ears. 16) Figure 3 shows the 
ear level with the eye, its top on aline mid-way 
between the lid and the eyebrow. Contrast instead 
Warrior B, whose ears are set much higher on the 
head, as in the Olympia Apo11o and, to a lesser 
extent, the Artemision Zeus. The superb head from 

2 - ATHENS, NATIONAL MUSEUM - SEVERE BRONZE HEAD OF 
YOUTH FROM ACROPOLIS 

(Photo Alinari) 

3 - REGGIO CALABRIA, NATIONAL MUSEUM - HEAD OF THE 
WARRIOR A (LEFT PROFILE VIEW) 
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the Porticello wreck, displayed in the same room 
with the Riace Warriors, resembles Warrior B in the 
high setting of the ear, Warrior A in having hair 
flowing over it; yet his ear was always meant to be 
discernible through the spare strands which imply 
baldness and old age, while Warrior A's ear was 
intended to be covered in its undamaged state. 17) 

Ears at levels as low as on Warrior A appear, for 
instance, on the Parthenon frieze, and thus may be 
considered a chronological clue, but they point to 
the 430S, rather than to the earlier style otherwise 
typical of the warrior's features analyzed so far. 

Let us now consider the face as a whole. Its " ter
ribility" so often stressed in recent writings seems 
to me to stem from its mask-like quality. Its widest 
dimension is in the front view, but littIe depth is 
shown in profile. Contrast figure 3 with the profile view 
of Warrior B (fig. 4); by considering the distance of 
the ear from the nose it will be clear that the shallow
ness of Warrior A's face is not an impression caused 
by the luxuriant locks but is inherent in the modeling. 
Most of the available photographs, in fact, tend to 
show Warrior A in a threequarter view rather than in 
strict profile. 

It could be argued that such a view was carefully 
promoted by the sculptor himself, who desired a spe
cific angle for the setting of his statue. Yet this theory 
too does not seem to correspond to Severe or Classical 
practices. According to L. Schneider, a specific pattern 
of facial asymmetry was followed by Greek sculptors 
from the early fifth to the late fourth century B.C., 
which depended not on the angle from which the 
statue was to be viewed, but 011 the direction in which 
the head was turned. 18) Since Schneider demonstra
ted his contention through the examination and 
measuring of 319 originaI items of Greek sculpture, 
his case can be considered proven. Warrior A pre
sents some asymmetries in his face: his eyes seem 
to tilt slightIy, the lips are not centered on the line 
of the nose, the left cheek bone appears more pro
nunced than the right. But these asymmetries do 
not correspond to Schneider's formula as applied 
to a head slightIy turned toward its proper right. 

The total pose of Warrior A shares with the face 
this ambivalence of viewpoint. The weight of the 
body is not entirely supported by the straight right 
leg, but is partIy carried by the forward right leg, 
despite its bent knee. The feet are farther apart than 
in Warrior Band the figure seems about to move. The 
whole body indeed twists and moves in three-di
mensional space - so that no full profile view of 
it is possible - with a torsion only partIy caused 
by the position of the arms. 19) Yet this torsion is 
not acknowledged by the anatomical rendering of the 
torso, its linea alba almost totally vertical and rigid de
spite the tilting of the hips and the compression of 
the right flank. 

Most striking of all renderings is the discrepancy 
between front and rear view, a peculiarity of many 
Classicizing statues. From the front, the Warrior's 

4 - REGGIO CALABRIA, NATIONAL MUSEUM - HEAD OF THE 
WARRIOR B (LEFT PROFILE VIEW) 

shoulders appear thrown back, almost as if his chest 
were being thrust forward; from the rear, the oppo
site impression prevails: the back curves at the top 
as if hunched forward. The arms, from either view
point, look almost dislocated from the shoulders, as 
if the sculptor did not quite know how to connect 
them to the torso. Yet his anatomical knowledge was 
advanced, as shown by the protuberance of the collar 
bone near the acromion. 

In total forms and proportions the body looks clo
ser to Severe than to Classical style. The groin line 
is harsh, the hip muscles dry, the thighs heavy. The 
detailing of the veins - over arms, hands, feet -
seems excessive for any periodo On the Parthenon 
East frieze, Poseidon's hanging hand is coursed by 
prominent veins, but the intent there is to differentia
te it from the more youthful and therefore fleshier 
hand of Apollo nearby. 20) Warrior A shows no signs 
of advanced age, nor of excessive leanness. Conversely, 
his network of arteries and veins does not include 
one prominent in Warrior B: the tegumentosa bifur
cating over the lower abdomen at the level of the 
iliac crest, a detail to which we shall return later. 21 ) 

Another rendering worth noting, which recurs on 
both warriors, is the sharp angling of certain anato-
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mical planes: over the biceps, along the calf, on the 
instep of the foot - an almost Archaic treatment. 

With his momentary pose, torsional stance, unba
lanced distribution of weight and multiplicity of view
points, Warrior A represents not so much the spa
tial innovations of a superior Classica l sculptor, but 
rather the compression of advanced stylistic practi
ces into "retardataire" schemata and forms. 

Statue B has always been acknowledged as diffe
rent, to the extent that the intrinsic unity of the two 
warriors as part of an originaI group has been denied. 
According to some, the bronzes have in common 
only their presence on the same boat that eventually 
foundered or discarded them as dangerous weight. 
They need not be from the same workshop, nor even 
from the same sanctuary. 22) Others have suggested 
that Warrior B was made by another, younger sculptor 
who was infiuenced by Polykleitan formulas and disco
veries, but who was nonetheless working at the same 
ti me as the maker of Warrior A. Finally, historical 
considerations have been brought forth, to account 
for an interruption in the works that would pIace 
Statue A before 461 and Statue B after 452 B.C., 
on either side of Kimon's ostracism. 23) Differences 
in alloy and generaI coloration between the two bron
zes have also been mentioned, but it is not my task 
to discuss other scholars' positions. I shall simply 
express my own: that enough technical similarity 
and correspondence in details exist between the two 
as to make separate manufacture and separate install
ment unthinkable. Size, pose, method of fastening to 
a base confirm the relationship. 

I could even accept Warrior B as a work of the late 
fifth jearly fourth century, since his stylistic idiom is 
more coherent than that of Warrior A. His pose is 
openly structured on the Polykleitan chiasmos, even 
if the left free leg is held forward rather than trail
ing. On the other hand, this pose is frequent1y used 
for Classicizing works. 24) Warrior B's feet are held 
at a different angle, closer together, than those of 
Warrior A, and therefore the two poses do not du
plicate each other. But also Warrior B displays the 
" shoulders-back" stance typical of Warrior A, 
despite his lack of torsion, the pronounced thrust of 
his right hip, the curve of his linea alba. 

Anatomically Warrior B is more complex than 
Warrior A, and the rendering of his veins includes 
the bifurcating tegumentosa on the lower abdomen 
which, to my knowledge, appears only in the Hellen
istic period and later. 25) From the rear, with his 
wide shoulders and narrow hips, the statue seems 
even more advanced than late fifth century types, 
and the modulation of surfaces, combined with the 
elongated proportions, recalls Lysippan concep
tions. 26) 

It has been argued that Warrior B's head seems 
small in proportion to the body because of the loss 
of he1met, but this is not the case. An Attic helmet, 
as postulated on the basis of the exposed ears and 

hair, or even a Corinthian helmet tilted back to reveal 
the modelled details, would add to the height, not 
to the width of the head, whose face in particular 
seems compact and narrow. Such proportions are 
more characteristic of late fourth century or even la
ter works. 27) 

IndividuaI details in favor of a Classicizing date 
can be mentioned al so for Warrior B, despite his 
apparent coherence. The locks over the forehead, for 
instance, part on the axis of the face with a calli
graphy reminiscent of some Augustan copies of the 
Doryphoros. The beard exhibits a comparable, if 
more subt1y dissimulated, division along a centraI 
axis, with the two opposing locks forming a peculiar 
hollow in the middle, just before the tipo The eye, 
with the upper lid overlapping the lower at the outer 
corner, is both a late fifth century and a Classicizingj 
late Hellenistic mannerism. 

Preliminary reports indicate that in Warrior B either 
only the right arm, or both, have been replaced, 
perhaps as repairs of Hellenistic times. 28) Were this 
Hellenistic repair certain, the main statue could only 
be dated earlier, into the Classical periodo Yet, al
though technical analysis may suggest that the alloy of 
the arms is different from that of the rest of the body, 
this is not, per se, indication of later date - . simply 
of recasting. I have not yet read the technical report 
on the two statues, but it is obvious, even in an 
examination with the naked eye, that the arms were 
separately attached in both figures, as were other 
parts of the body. Had one arm revealed imperfections, 
or had it been poorly attached to the rest of the figure, 
it would have been removed and recast, perhaps by 
adding to the alloy to produce a safer cast. 29) 

A few technical comments can be appended, noce 
again with the caveat that they are based on personal 
observation and not on official findings. 

Lips inserted in copper are common at all times 
but, according to Bol's analysis of the Olympia bron
zes, the use of copper leaf, rather than of heavy cast
ing for the entire mouth, begins only in the late 
Hellenistic period and continues into the Roman -
witness the so-called Benevento Ephebe in the Lou
vre, long considered a Classical work but now more 
properly redefined as Classicizing. 3°) I have already 
mentioned my reservations about silver teeth, and 
perhaps the same can be said about silver eyelashes, 
which seem common to both warriors. 31) Another pe
culiar mannerism which the figures share is the deco
rative striation of the scrotum, not known to me 
from other examples. Finally, the open-soled ren
dering of the feet finds a good parallel in the Piombi
no Apollo, (figg. 5 e 6) which should definitely be 
accepted as ArchaisticjClassicizing after the excit
ing discovery of a comparable bronze in the House of 
Polybius in Pompeii. 32) Again according to Bol, sta
tue bases at Olympia reveal that the practice of anchor
ing bronzes to astone pedestal changed with times: 
from individuaI tenons sunk at points of contact, 
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a b 
5 - PARI S, MUSÉE DU LOUVRE - FEET OF THE CLASSICIZING KOUROS, " APOLLO" FROM PIOMBINO 

a) Left foot from below; b) Right foot from below 
(Neg. from lnstitute Mainini, Paris) 
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to complete footprints implying the filling of the 
foot with lead. 33) 

The Riace Warriors preserved their lead filling at 
the moment of discovery, but not as a simple, solid 
mass; rather, the metal was articulated into two te
nons, almost as if the Warriors were standing on 
Japanese sandals. This form of fastening is specifi
cally described by Boi as datable to the Roman pe
riod, although it may occur earlier in Italy. It is 
perhaps appropriate to an area subject to periodic 
earthquakes (and Sicily or South Italy qualify as 
well as Delphi or other parts of Greece). Note that 
a similar precaution is apparent in architectural de
tails (with an approximately comparable chronologi
cal development), so that special materials or points 
of particular stress in a building are held together by 
swallow-tail damps reinforced with vertical pins, in 
a combination swallow-tail jhook formo 34) In the Riace 
Warriors, the lead filling the sole-less feet must have 
penetrated into a corresponding cavity of the stone 
base, lest the statues be set slight1y above rather than 
flush with the surface. 

A technical peculiarity of the Warriors is the sepa
rate casting and fastening of the middle toe in each 
foot, which E. Formigli has interpreted as indication 
that the bronzes were cast with the indirect method. 
Without entering into a discussion on the merits of 
this suggestion, 35) it may be pointed out that two 
fragmentary bronze feet recovered from the Porticel
lo wreck and now also in the Reggio Calabria Mu
seum exhibit this same trait. The Porticello wreck 
has been dated to the very end of the fifth or the 
beginning of the fourth century B.C. on excavational 
evidence, and the parallel may therefore be used to 
confirm the Classical date of the Riace Warriors. 
Yet casting practices are remarkably conservative -
indeed, modern methods have not considerably chan
ged since antiquity - and the ancient ability to 
disguise joins may have prevented us from noticing 
this procedure in other Greek and Roman bronzes. 36) 

Certainly, the occurrence of several individuaI toes, 
or of groups of two or three toes cast together, among 
our finds from Greek sanctuaries may suggest such 
methods, rather than the malicious dismembering and 
mutilation of bronze statuary. 

Another technical detail which has been occasional
ly used to argue for an early fifth century date for 
the Warriors is the presence of an iron armature 
inside the bodies, which in Warrior B has come dose 
to the surface of the right leg along the shin, causing 
some oxidation. 37) That an inner armature per se 
can give no chronological indication is shown, how
ever, by the existence of such " skeletons " inside the 
Pireus Apollo 38) at one end, and for instance, the 
Marcus Aurelius on his horse, at the other. 

What can be considered valid dues for the dating 
of the Riace bronzes? Had they been recovered in 
the context of a complete wreck, together with their 
transport, some terminus ante quem would have be-

6 - PARIS, MUSÉE DU LOUVRE-CLASSICI2;ING KOUROS, .. APOLLO" 
FROM PIOMBINO (LEFT PRO FILE VIEW) 

(Photo D. Widmer) 

come available, but I know of no such find. A photo
graph in a North American magazine showed a large 
sherd caught between the arm and the body of one 
of the statues as it was being lifted from the sea bot
tom, but apparent1y the sherd became dislodged in 
the process and has not been recovered. 39) Other 
accounts have mentioned fragments of plain pot
tery connected with the findspot, but again these 
reports are imprecise. 4°) Were the date of the sink-
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7 - ROME, VILLA ALBANI - CLASSICIZING ATHLETE SIGNED 
BY STEPHANOS 
(Photo Alinari) 

320 

ing established, for instance, during the Late Re
publican period, we would no longer need to speculate 
about the Pheidian group at Delphi, or the Achaian 
monument by Onatas at Olympia, since both were 
seen by Pausanias during the second half of the se
cond century after Christ. Conversely, a wreck data
ble after A.D. 170 could leave that possibility sti11 
open. 

In the absence of an excavational context, stylistic 
analysis has been primarily responsi bI e for the theo
ries advanced about the two statues. Their high arti
stic guality has been considered the mark of a major 
sculptor and, since their generaI appearance reca11s 
the fifth century B.c., the sculptor most freguently 
named has been Pheidias. 4') Salutary at this point is 
a reminder by R. Wiinsche, in the context of the 
Artemision Zeus, about the great number of Greek 
sculptors attested by inscribed bases, of whom no 
knowledge at a11 has come down to us through the 
literary sources. 42) In addition, we should consider 
how little we know about Pheidias' work through ori
ginaI sculptures, since Roman copies are notoriously 
unreliable, and their attribution remains a matter of 
scholar1y disagreement. It is perhaps significant that 
many of the statues cited as possible para11els for 
the Warriors are known to us only through marble 
replicas of the Roman period: the Kassel and the 
Tiber Apo11os, the Anakreon Borghese 43) - a11 pieces 
which I consider instead Roman creations or adapta
tions. But since I may be alone in this belief, I sha11 
not pursue this line of argument. 44) I have abundant 
company, however, when it comes to the Idolino in 
Florence, which is now genera11y accepted as a Clas
sicizing creation of the Augustan period in imitation 
of Polykleitan formulas. 45 ) 

Pheidias' name is most firmly connected with the 
architectural decoration of the Parthenon, which cer
tainly derives program and generaI inspiration from 
the master but does not, it would seem, involve 
actual execution. 46 ) Were we even to consider the 
Parthenon frieze an adeguate sampler of Pheidian 
types, note that not one of the many male figures in 
the entire seguence of slabs exhibits the long locks 47) 

or the heavy-lidded eyes of Warrior A, nor the ana
tomical rendering and venous system of Warrior B. 
The same comment applies to the many Lapiths of 
the South metopes, in such high relief as to be vir
tua11y in the round, and to the male statues extant 
from the two pediments. The difference is not simply 
ascribable to the change in medium - marble versus 
bronze - but derives from the under1ying conception 
of the human body, its proportions and anatomical 
renderings. 

One " Pheidian tt parallel often cited is the so-cal
led Capaneus, preserved only in Neo-Attic reliefs but 
plausibly copied from the Amazonomachy on the 
shield of the Athena Parthenos. 48) Yet, not only is 
the similarity relative, but it could even be used as 
an argument in support of a late date for the Warriors, 
since the Hellenistic and Roman practitioners of the 
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8 e 9 - ATHENS, NATIONAL MUSEUM - TWO BRONZE HELLENISTIC STATUETTES FROM ANTIKYTHERA 

FRONT, LEFT PRO FILE, BACK VIE W 
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IO - MUNICH, GLYPTOTHEK - CLASSICIZING BASALT HEAD, " ORPHEUS " 
(Photo Museum) 
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" 

Classicizing trend often .. cited " and imitated Clas
sical works, and even produced sculptures in the 
round after two-dimensional renderings known 
through sketches or pattern books, as seems to have 
been the case with the famous FIorentine Niobids. 49) 

It has repeatedly been stated that good comparisons 
for the Warriors are lacking because alI bronze ori
ginals of the fifth century are now lost. The Riace 
bronzes surprise us, I have been told, because they 
filI a void; we did not know what a fifth century 
masterpiece was like until they were found. This " ne
gative " form of dating and attribution - by virtue 
of lack of evidence, rather than of its availability -
seems particularly dangerous. AlI the more so, in 
that other comparisons, with works of later date, 
have not even been attempted, in the belief that 
high quality can only correspond to Classical manu
facture. 

To be sure, no single piece can be cited, in support 
of a late HellenisticfRoman imperial date, but indi
viduaI renderings find parallels in many works of 
undoubted chronological range. Perhaps the most si
gnificant is Stephanos' Athlete, (fig. 7) which combi
nes the shoulders-back stance with an intentional 
revival of Severe forms. so) His pose has the same 
instability as that of Warrior A, and the same awk
wardness in the connection of arms to torso present 
in both warriors. Two bronze statuettes recovered 
from the Antikythera wreck (figg. 8 e 9) (therefore 
having a terminus ante quem of ca. 80 B.C., and likely 
to have been made for shipment around IOO), ex
hibit the same position of the feet and balancing of 
the body as Warrior A, without, of course, attaining 
the size and high quality of the Riace bronzes. SI ) 

Poor quality should not, however, blind us to the 
stylistic conception which the works may have in 
common. 

This warning is particularly applicable to the 
comparison between Warrior A and the Ephebe from 
Via dell' Abbondanza in Pompeii (figg. I I e 12). 52 ) The 
high dome, the wavy strands with plastic swelling 
and calligraphic arrangement, the long locks cross
ing the forehead with uninterrupted flow, alI find 
their echo in Warrior A, although in the Ephebe the 
hair is more logical, since it is pulled back by the 
nape rol1. Even the Ephebe's lids have some of the 
heaviness noticed in the Riace statue. 

The hairstyle of the latter finds several parallels 
among Classicizing heads, alI primarily of youths, 
some of them even adapted from feminine types. 
Besides the Ephebe from Pompeii, there is the head 
type of the so-calI ed Orpheus, best represented by the 
basalt replica in Munich (fig. IO) but extant in other 
copies, 53 ) and a marble head in Naples considered 
by Zanker to be of late AugustanfTiberian date. 54) 

The festooned strands of Warrior A find there their 
closest comparison, even to the abrupt turn at the 
temples, the spiralling tip and the exposed ear at 
low leve1. Related hair renderings can be seen on 
the Spinario and on a marble youth in Madrid, 55 ) 

Il 

12 

II e 12 - NAPLES, NATIONAL MUSEUM - CLASSICIZING BRONZE 
EPHEBE FROM VIA DELL' ABBONDANZA 

DETAIL HEAD, FRONT - DETAIL HEAD, LEFT PROFILE 

(Photo Museum) 
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of Hadrianic date, to which the medium lends a mas
sive and mechanical appearance. 

T o recapitulate: both statues in Reggio Calabria 
seem to have been made in the sa me workshop, yet 
it has been acknowledged that individuaI renderings 
imply as much as 20 years of stylistic development 
between them. In addition, many details, both techni
cal and stylistic, suggest a much later date, and seem 
to range from the fourth century B.C. to the Ha
drianic periodo Because of this eclecticism, I would 
reject the possibility that the bronzes were made in 
the fifth century B.C., although I cannot suggest a 
firm attribution to any one period from ca. 100 B.C. 
to the ti me of Hadrian. Undoubtedly the sculptor 
who made the bronzes was an excellent technician 
and a good artist. He may have derived specific inspi
ration from certain Classical models, but combined 
them with Hellenistic touches, to produce heroic sta
tues of his own conception. That eclecticism can 
produce successful works should not surprise us, 
and high quality is not automatically an indication 
of early date. 

One more objection can be raised: would the Ro
mans (or even the Greeks living under Roman rule) 
commission a monument of such size and complexity 
(sin ce other figures were probably involved) and of 
such apparent epic subject? The answer, after the 
Sperlonga finds and the many marble works from 
the Baths of Caracalla, to cite just two examples, can 
only be affirmative; it is largely the value of metal 
which has prevented such sculptures from coming 
down to us in greater numbers. It is to be hoped that 
future mariti me finds may considerably enlarge our 
knowledge and, consequent1y, our appreciation of 
Classicizing creations in bronzeo 

* I am most grateful to Dr. Guglielmo B. Triches, Di
rector Generai of the Bollettino d'Arte for his kind invita
tion to join other scholars in this " tavola rotonda" on the 
Riace Bronzes. Because of my residence in the United Sta
tes and my academic schedule, I regret that I was unable 
to take advantage of Dr. Triches' generous offer to view 
the unpublished materia l on the statues made available to 
the contributors at the Editorial Office of the Bollettino in 
Rome. 

1) Warrior A, however, had been mechanically cleaned, 
at least in the front half of his body. 

2) Filth Century Styles, pp. 237-38, bibliography on p. 
247, figs. 151-53. 

3) Dr. Francesco Nicosia, in a lecture delivered at Rose
mont College, Rosemont, Pa., on March 25, 1982, pointed 
out the ledge visible over the nape of Warrior A, presumably 
to support the weight of the added ornamento This detail 
is quite clear in BUSIGNANI, Pl. 24 (= TAVV. A, 16, 17 e 41) 
and makes me suspect that some of the "ledge" is caused 
by readjustments to the casting, rather than by the need to 
provide a resting surface for a heavy or voluminous object. 

BUSIGNANI, Pl. 15 (TAVV. A, IO e 42) shows two small 
holes in vertical alignment but on either side of the centrai 
part, above the fillet. Without autopsy I cannot tell whether 
they are casting faults, later damage or true attachment 
holes for the fastening of a vertical ornamento Yet, even in 
the last instance, their position suggests a thin and long 
object which would not have covered the enti re cranium. It 
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is improbable that these smaller holes have any connection 
with the much larger cavity at the very top of the head: 
BUSIGNANI, Pl. 24 (= TAV. A, 41). 

4) Kritian Boy (Akr. 698): BUSIGNANI, fig. 15; B.S. RIDG
WAY, The Severe Style in Greek Sculpture, Princeton 1970, 
pp. 31-33, figs. 41,43-44 cf. also the so-called Blond Boy, 
Akr. 689, figs. 72, 74. 

5) For the long hair strands in feminine coiffures se e, for 
instance, the Capitoline Amazon, and the generai comments on 
the development of fifth century hairstyles in E. HERSCHER 
and B.S. RIDGWAY, A Replica 01 the • Barberini Suppliant' 
Head in New York, in AlA, 75, 1971, pp. 184-88, esp. 187. 

6) For inserted eyebrows in bronze works see BOL, 
Olympia, p. 90. 

7) ZANKER, pp. 71-75, pls. 57-63, and comments on 
eclectic statues on pp. 76-80; RIDGWAY, Severe Style, 
pp. 132-133 and fig. 164. 

8) The Pheidian Zeus at Olympia obviously had free
flowing curls, since they could be stolen in later times for 
their value as solid gold. Yet neither the literary references 
nor the representations on coins suggest the luxuriant mane 
of Warrior A. It is also possible that the Olympia statue 
had traits of remote archaism, to correspond to the Homeric 
vision and as befitting a cult image. 

9) Bearded head of warrior from Akropolis: Athens Nat. 
Mus. 6446, B.S. RIDGWAY, The Archaic Style in Greek Sculp
ture, Princeton 1977, p. 76 and fig. 12. 

Youth with chignon from Akropolis: Athens Nat. Mus. 
6590, RIDGWAY, Severe Style, p. 136 and fig. 178. 

lO) Pliny's statement (NH, 35, 58) about Polygnotos' 
innovation in "representing the mouth as open, showing 
the teeth" (J.J. Pollitt's translation) refers to painting, 
where such refinements are likely to have been introduced 
at an earlier date than in sculpture, given the narrative con
tent of the compositions. Note that mouths open in grima
ces exposing teeth had been render ed as early as the date 
of the Gigantomachy metopes from Tempie F at Selinous, 
but with a clear motivation for the expression: L. GIULIANI, 
Die archaischen Metopen von Selinunt, Mainz 1979, p. 19, l. 

lI) N. LEIPEN, Athena Parthenos - a reconstruction, Toronto 
1971, p. 31: " The mouth in the copies is generally finely 
cut, of an undulating line, the lips full and usually slightly 
parted. In the Berlin head (No. 24) a row of teeth can be 
seen, but this detail does not appear in the other heads, 
and is not likely to have been a feature of the originai". 

12) M.-L. SAFLUND, The East Pediment 01 the Tempie 01 
Zeus at Olympia (SIMA volo 27, Goteborg 1970), pp. 97-98 
and fig. 57, 124. 

13) T. HOMOLLE, in MonPiot, 1897, p. 195. F. CHAMOUX, 
L'Aurige, in FD, IV, 5, 1955, p. 52, n. 2. See also BOL, 
Olympia, p. 91. 

14) For an example of a black bronze with silver eyes and 
teeth see the statuette of a chi Id (Herakles?) in the City 
Art Museum of Saint Louis: D.G. MITTEN and S.F. DOE
RINGER, Master Bronzes Irom the Classica l World, Cambridge, 
Mass., 1967, p. 127, no. 128, dated first century B.C. 

On black bronzes see J.D. COONEY, Bull. 01 the Cleveland 
Museum 01 Art, 55.8, Oct. 1968, pp. 268-71, who relates 
the practice to Egypt since as early as the sixteenth century 
B.C. (early Dynasty XVIII). 

15) M. MAASS, in T AINIA. Festschrilt liir Roland Hampe, 
Mainz 1980, pp. 333-42, esp. 339 and n. 41. 

16) This same technique was followed in the making of 
the Chatsworth Apollo in the British Museum, which has 
also been compared to the Riace Warrior. Although tradi
tionally dated to the Severe period, the Apollo has now 
been redefined as a classicizing creation, albeit closely follow
ing Severe prototypes in certain details: BOL, Olympia, 
pp. 21-22. His arguments for the lower date include the thin 
lining of the lips and the rendering of the eyebrows, which 
are not inserted separately but only engraved directly on 
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the bronze surface. For the theory that the Apollo Chats
worth is a Roman Imperial copy after a Severe originai, see 
J. DORIG, in AK, 12, 1969, pp. 48-49, n. 3. Cf. also RIDGWAY, 
Severe Style, p. 40, n. 8. 

17) Porti celio head: C. SABBIONE, in I Bronzi di Riace, 
Istituto Geografico De Agostini, Novara 1981, pp. 36-39. 

18) L.A. SCHNEIDER, Asymmetrie griechischer K6pfe vom 
5. jh. bis zum Hellenismus, Wiesbaden 1973. His main de
monstration is focused on the Artemision Zeus, pp. II-I4, 
some of whose asymmetries are comparable to those of 
Warrior A, yet the Zeus turns his head toward his left. 

19) This torsion is best visible in BUSIGNANI, pl. V 
(= TAVV. A, 8 e 26). 

20) See the good photograph in F. BROMMER, Der Parthe
nonfries, Mainz 1977, p. 178 (slab East VI). 

21 ) The nomenc1ature (tegumentosa dell'addome) is taken 
from DELLA SETA, p. 42. P. RICHER, Artistic Anatomy, p. 76, 
(trans. R.B. Hale, New York 1971) calls it the superficial 
epigastric vein, but anatomy textbooks show a different cour
se to the vein, which may therefore represent an artisti c 
convention. 

22) These theories were mentioned by Dr. Nicosia during 
his lecture (see supra, n. 3). 

23) BUSIGNANI, pp. 49, 94. 
24) RIDGWAY, Fifth Century Styles, p. 239 and passim. 
25 ) On this vein see supra, n. 22. Della Seta gives as an 

ear1y example the Barberini Faun in Munich (p. 482), but 
this is not a compelling parallel since the statue is not a 
Greek originaI. The vein appears quite prominently, how
ever, on figures of the Gigantomachy Frieze on the Perga
mon Altar. That in Roman times this vein could be rendered 
even on figures in quiet poses is shown by two marble torsos 
in Corinth: B.S. RIDGWAY, in Hesperia, 50, 1981, p. 444 and 
n. 85, with further bibliography, figs. a and b on pl. 96. 

26) Although it is methodologically improper to compare 
a bronze with a marble originai, consider the (surely fourth 
century) Agias in Delphi, in the good illustrations provided 
by T. DOHRN, in Antike Plastik, 8, 1968, pls. 10-16. Note 
also Agias' feet and toes. 

27) Cf. the photomontage of Warrior B's face on Perikles' 
herm in the Vatican: BUSIGNANI, p. 108, fig. 33. 

28) Only the right arm is mentioned in G. FOTI, F. NI
COSIA, I Bronzi di Riace, Alinari-Scala, Florence 1981, p. I I, 
but more recent reports state that both arms of Warrior B 
were later replacements: see Nicosia's statement at the In
ternational Symposium held in late September 1981 at Co
senza and Reggio Calabria, as summarized in ]HS-AR, 28, 
1982, p. 82. That our stylistic judgment may be infiuenced 
into subjectivity by external factors is shown by the fact 
that comments could be made as to the anatomical diffe
rence between the right and the left arm of Warrior B, 
when only the former was considered of later date (Nicosia, 
lecture mentioned supra, n. 3). 

29) According to the summary in the jHS-AR cited 
above (supra n. 29) the alloy of Warrior B's arms contains 
12.3 % lead. It is regrettable that so little is known about 
alloys of the Hellenistic period, but it could be pointed out 
that, when scientific analyses are published, different pro
portions of various elements may differ according to the 
part of the sculpture from which the sample was removed. 
For a similar argument of later repair because of difference 
in composition, and for a tabulation of chronological changes 
in ancient alloys see K.C. LEFFERT, L.J. MAJEWSKI et al., 
Technical Examination of the Classical Bronze Horse from 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, in journal of the American 
Institute for Conservation, 21, 1981, pp. 1-42, esp. 15-16 
with further references. 

30) BUSIGNANI, p. 88 n. 30, repeats E. Formigli's opi
nion that the copper lips of the warriors were cast and in
serted inta the wax model before the bronze was poured, 
since the florid beard would have prevented their later addi-

tion, because of lack of space. This sequence of casting 
circumstances seems to me improbable. 

On the casting of lips see BOL, Olympia, pp. 90-92. An in
teresting drawing is published by CH. KAROUZOS, ArchEphem, 
1969, pp. 59-79, esp. figs 2-3 on pp. 64-65. It demonstrates 
the technique used for the Antikythera Youth in the National 
Museum in Athens: the parted lips are quite heavy, and 
are held together by a rigid frame; to this was applied a 
curved bronze strip on which the teeth were engraved. 

Benevento Head in the Louvre: ZANKER, p. 32, no. 29, 
pl. 34· 

3 1) On eyelashes see BOL, Olympia, pp. 95-98. 
32) Piombino Apollo: B.S. RIDGWAY, in Antike Plastik, 7, 

1967, pp. 43-75, figs. IO e II (the modern tenons added 
by the Museum to display the statue are c1ear1y distin
guishable from the ancient remains). For the bronze from 
the House of Polybius see S. DE CARO, in Cronache Pom
peiane, 1978, pp. 230-31. .1 was able to see the statue itself, 
through the courtesy of Dr. Fausto Zevi, in March 1982. 

33) BOL, Olympia, pp. 85-87 and diagram on p. 86; his 
fig. 9C corresponds c10sely to the method used by the Riace 
Warriors, and represents the practice in late Hellenisticl 
Roman Times. It is therefore suprising to learn (]HS-AR, 
supra n. 29) that Dr. Boi "arguing from bronze fragments 
found at Olympia, offered the suggestion that we have the 
two northernmost pieces from the group of Achaean heroes 
by Onatas." This theory would seem in contradiction of 
his previous technical considerations. 

34) For diagrams of c1amping methods see A.K. ORLAN
DOS, Les matériaux de construction et la technique architectu
rale des anciens grecs, 2, (trans. from Greek, Paris 1968), 
pp. 102-1 I I; R. MARTIN, Manuel d'Architecture grecque, I, 

Paris 1965, pp. 248-55 and 273-79. 
35) Formigli's theory has appeared in Prospettiva, 23, 

1980, pp. 61-66 and, in German translation, in Boreas, 4, 
1981, pp. 15-24. The Riace Warriors were indeed pro
bably cast with the indirect process, but I doubt that the 
removal of the toe is demanded by it, or can be used as 
argument for the technique. 

36) Difficulties remain also in our attempts to date joint
ing methods. In The Bronze Torso in the Museo Archeologico, 
Florence: Greek Original or Roman Copy?, in A]A, 85,1981, 
pp. 77-79, E. FORMIGLI pointed out that the arms on the 
Florence torso were attached with a method also identified 
in the sta tu es from Riace. Since Formigli was arguing that 
the Florence torso is a genuine fifth century Greek originai, 
the comparison was ma de to support a high chronology for 
the piece in Florence. Yet BOL, Olympia, p. 85 and n. IO, 

specifically mentions the Fiorentine torso as an example ?f 
the late Hellenistic method for attaching head to neck tn 

bronze statues. It would therefore seem that similarity bet
ween the Florence bronze and the Riace bronzes would 
argue for a late dating of the latter, or for the continuity of 
certa in technical practices. 

37) See FORMI GLI, 1980, pp. 63, 64 and figs. 3 and 5. 
38) For this information see, e.g., G.M.A. RICHTER, 

Kouroi, London 1960, p. 136, no. 159bis. 
39) A. PEARCE, in Smithsonian, 12.8, Nov. 1981, p. 125, 

and p. 131 for comments. 
40) Besides newspaper accounts, mention of amphora 

sherds was made by Gianfrotta, according to the jHS-AR 
(supra n. 29). 

41) The basis for the attribution is perhaps well expressed 
in BUSIGNANI, p. 105: " .•. ameremmo poter dire che la statua 
A è un originale di Fidia, e non solo per i rapporti stilisti ci 
che abbiamo cercato di individuare, ma anche perchè non 
sapremmo a chi altri, in quegli anni (o addirittura in tutta 
la storia della scultura greca) •.• si potrebbe pensare per una 
opera di qualità così alta, per un così straordinario capo
lavoro ". 

42) R. WUNSCHE, in jdI, 94, 1979, pp. 107-1 IO; the com
ments are made in the context of his discussion of the Arte-
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mision Zeus, a statue often mentioned in connection with the 
Riace Warriors. Although the comparison with the Zeus was 
inevitable, given his status as originai Greek bronze, the con
sensus of opinions seems to be that the divine figure is not 
stylistically related to the Riace statues. I would agree, 
although I would hardly consider the Zeus inferior in quality 
to Warrior A, as suggested by BUSIGNANI, p. 87. 

43) For these comparisons see, e.g., FucHs, 1981, pp. 45-48. 
He adds also the Hermes Ludovisi, and places great store on 
the vitreous gem in Heidelberg depicting the mythological 
king Kodros: see BUSIGNANI, fig. 31, and comments on 
pp. 105-107 for the originai attribution and a dearer i11ustra
tion. But the gem is Republican in date, and the similarity is 
not as strong as it has been argued, especially in the treat
ment of the hair. 

44) For my theories on the Tiber and the Kassel Apo11os 
see Filth Century Styles, pp. 438 and 184-85, no. 3. respecti
vely. I am delighted that Erika Simon shares some of my 
opinions on the Tiber Apollo, as I was ab le to report on 
p. 438, n. 17. For the Anakreon Borghese, see my forth
coming book, Roman Copies 01 Creek Sculpture: The Pro
blem 01 the Originals (Thomas Spencer Jerome Lecture Se
ries, The University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, Mich.), 
chapter 5. 

A comparison which, to my knowledge, has not yet been 
made but may be useful, is between Warrior Band the Somzée 
" Ares tt in Mariemont; see the good illustrations in 
DORIG, figs. 33-40. For a discussion of its restoration see 
also J. MARCADÉ and G. DONNAY, in Cahiers de Mariemont, 
4, 1973, pp. 47-57· 

45) Idolino: ZANKER, pp. 30-34, no. 48, pl. 33,4-3, dated 
to the Augustan periodo 

46) For the limited involvement of Pheidias with the 
Parthenon see N. HIMMELMANN, Phidias und die Parthenon
Skulpturen, in Bonner Festgabe ]. Straub (B], Beiheft 39, 
1977), pp. 67-90. 

47) This statement applies also to those figures which, 
be cause of their similarity with some of the "Eponymous 
Heroes tt on the Parthenon East frieze, have been considered 
Roman copies of statues of the Heroes in the round. Cf., 
e.g., T. HOLSCHER, Ein attischer Heros, in AA, Ig6g, pp. 
410-447, on two heads, in Naples and in the Milles collection 
respectively. That other attributions and theories have been 
sin ce advanced by other scholars is irrelevant to the aptness 
of the comparison with the Parthenon figures, and, in turn, 
to the difference in the hair rendering when compared with 
that of Warrior A: a11 locks, although luxuriant, are relati
vely short and do not border the entire forehead. 

48) One of the most recent discussion of the " Kapaneus " 
outside the context of the Riace Warrior is by E.B. HARRISON, 
in The Eye 01 Creece: Studies in the Art 01 Athens, Cam
bridge Ig84, p. 58 and dose-up photograph, pl. 16d .. The 
entire arti de (pp. 53-88) is valuable for its discussion of 
Pheidian heads, and its many illustrations of Iemale coiffures 
with long undulating hair. By contrast, the "Kapaneus" 
displays short, wispy locks. 

49) This idea, already advanced by E. LOEWY in slightly 
different form (as derivation of the sculptures from monu
mental paintings of the Severe period) in Niobe, in Jd1, 44, 
1947, pp. 80-136, has been briefty presented by me at a 
Symposium on Hellenistic Art at the Annual Meeting of 
the Archaeological Institute of America on Dec. 30, Ig84' 
It will be developed in a future artide. 

so) Stephanos' Athlete: ZANKER, pp. 49- 58, with discus
sion and illustration of replicas and variants. 

SI) P.C. BOL, Die Skulpturen des Schiffslundes von Anti
kythera, AM Beiheft, 4, Ig74, pp. II-I3, pl. I, and 14-17, 
pl. 3. 

52) ZANKER, pp. 87-89, pl. 68; see also his comments on 
the contamination between an ephebic body and a female 
head, pp. 77 and 88. 

53) "Orpheus": ZANKER, pp. 84-86, pl. 64; his dating, 
to the late Hellenistic period, seems to me more applicable 
than the Severe date suggested by VIERNEISEL-SCHLORB, 
voI. 4, no. 4. 

54) ZANKER, pp. 86-87, pls. 66.1, 4; 67.1 (Naples Mus. 
Naz. 143478). 

55) ZANKER, p. 104, no. 4, pls. 77.1, 84.3. 

ADDENDUM 

I am grateful to the Editors of the Bollettino d'Arte 
who have sent me proof of the technical sections on the 
Riace Bronzes, offering me the opportunity to add to 
my originai text. Although some of my statements may 
appear contradicted by the technological analysis (the 
rendering of the tenons, the casting method for the lips), 
I believe that a sufficient margin of doubt exists in these 
areas to let my arguments stando 

Although differences noted in the alloys of the two 
Riace statues ha ve led to the suggestion that they were 
made at different times or at least in different workshops, 
the technical report mentions the substantial similarity 
of their method of construction, the identity of the core 
material, and the "indisputable" link provided by the 
alloy used for the sex organs. Differences in the com
position of the arms seem to me less significant. If initial 
casting of the separate parts (or even of specific parts 
within a single cast) had proved unsatisfactory for what
ever reason, it is likely that changes in the alloy would 
be introduced before recasting. Indeed, separately cast 
parts of single statues have been repeatedly found to have 
different composition without connection to repairs, but 
sole1y in function of their mass and purpose within the 
whole. Even a true repair, moreover, cannot be dated 
on the basis of technical analysis alone, and an arm could 
be replaced immediate1y after the initial casting, as well 
as years or centuries later. In addition, craftsmen of all 
times are primarily concerned with functionality rather 
than with consistency, and will adopt whatever "works" 
in a specific context, provided no visible discrepancy 
results. Note, in this respect, the different composition 
of the tenons in statue A (technical report p. 85 ff.), 
although it is reasonable to assume that they were made 
at the same time. * 

Intensive study of other ancient bronzes in recent 
months has convinced me that casting practices were 
amazingly similar and consistent from piace to piace and 
ti me to time throughout classica l antiquity. Conservatism 
seems to have been coupled with ad hoc experimentation 
from the fifth century B.C. to the late Roman Imperia! 
period, so that technica! detai!s alone may be inadequate 
to answer questions of date and piace of manufacture. 
It is gratifying to see that simi!ar conclusions have been 
reached in the technical report (p. 85 ff.) . 

* M. LEONI, Observations on Ancient Bronze Casting, in The Horses 
oj San Marco , Venice (Olivetti publication, Milan and New York 
1979) p. 180, states: .. Our knowledge of the exact quantities of the 
chemical composition in the alloy of a bronze monument is of fairly 
limited importance since a cast, particularly a large one, would 
inevitably show significant variations in different areas, owing to 
the phenomenon of segregation. Furthermore, the actual methods 
of casting can result in appreciable variations of chemical composi
tion between different parts of the cast". 
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